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0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. Polynomial Vanabmonde Matrices 
Polynomial Van&wwnde matrices have the form 
with Q = {Q&r), Qi<r>, . . . , on_ Jx>), where QL(x) is a polynomial of 
degree k. These matrices appear in theories of interpolation and approxima- 
tion, in calculation of Gaussian quadrature, and elsewhere, and they have 
been studied by several authors; see, e.g., [27, 9, 38, 45, 22, 23, 40, 6, 18, 31, 
41. 
The most studied are the ordinary Vandermonde matrices, where Q is the 
monomial basis, P = { 1, x, x2, . . . , x”- i}. However, ordinary Vandermonde 
matrices are extremely ill conditioned; in fact the condition number of a real 
Vandermonde matrix grows exponentially with the size [lo, 441. Therefore 
other choices for Q may be more attractive from the computational point of 
view. In fact, what we may call three-term Vandwmonde matrices, in which 
the polynomials Qk(r) satisfy three-term recurrence relations, can be much 
better conditioned. For example, when the Qk(r) are the Chebyshev polyno- 
mials of the first kind, T,(X) = cos(k arccos x), and the nodes xj = 
cos(2Tj/n) are the zeros of T,(x), then V,(z) is the discrete cosine 
transform matrix, which is almost orthogonal and therefore perfectly condi- 
tioned. Analogously, when the Qk(r) are Chebyshev polynomials of the 
second kind, U,(X) = sin(k arccos x)/sin r and xj = cos(2Tj/n), then 
V,(X) is the (scaled) discrete sine transform matrix. We may note that the 
conditioning of V,(x), where Q stands for several classical families of 
polynomials orthogonal on a real interval, was studied in [9]. 
The polynomials QL(x) in the three-term Vandermonde matrices are 
orthogonal with respect to a suitable inner product on a real interval, and 
therefore these matrices have been called Vandermonde-like matrices involv- 
ing orthogonal polynomials; see, e.g., [9, 22, 61. We however use the 
designation three-term Vanclermonde matrices, because in the context of 
displacement-structure theory the postfuc “like” has a different meaning, 
which we shall use below. 
POLYNOMIAL VANDERMONDE AND RELATED MATRICES 
Three-term Vandermonde matrices exhibit many nice properties, among 
which one can mention the existence of explicit inversion formulas and the 
availability of special algorithms that use the three-term Vandermonde struc- 
ture for inversion and for solving the associated linear system. Table 1 lists 
these results, as well as further references. 
All the algorithms in Table 1 are called fat algorithms, because their 
complexity of O(~L’) p o erations compares favorably with the O(n”) opera- 
tions of general-purpose algorithms like Gaussian elimination. Now inversion 
and fast solution of a linear system are two classical applications of the 
concept of displacement structure. After briefly recalling some basic defini- 
tions of displacement-structure theory, we shall use it to examine not only the 
polynomial V an d ermonde matrices in (O.l), but also certain natural general- 
izations thereof, which we shall call polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices. 
We shall see that the concept allows us to nicely unify and extend the results 
in Table 1. The main reason is that the displacement structure is essentially 
preserved under inversion. 
0.2. Displacement Structure 
Numerous applications give rise to matrices with a certain pattern of 
structure, e.g. to Toeplitz, Hankel, Toeplitz-plus-Hankel, polynomial Vander- 
monde, Cauchy, and Pick matrices, and various others. Different kinds of 
TABLE 1 
Matrices Inversion formula Inversion algorithm 
Algorithm for 
solving linear 
system 
Vandermonde Well-known formula; 
see, e.g., its variants in 
[29,39,43, 35, 26, 211 
and its cpcirculant 
analog [ 171 
Ghebyshev- Gohberg-Olshevsky 
Vandermonde Olshevsky 
Three-term Verde-Star formula [45]; 
Vandermonde Gohbrg-Olshevsky 
formula [ 181 
Parker-Forney- 
Traub algorithm 
t39, 8,431 
(see also [21]) 
Gohberg-Olshevsky 
algorithm [18] 
formulas [ 181 
IIeinig-Hoppe- 
Rost algorithm 
I471; 
Calvetti-Reichel 
algorithm [6] 
Bjijrck-Pereyra 
algorithm [2] 
(see also [ 161): 
[26, 14, 46, 
5, 3,41 
Reichel-Opfer 
algorithm [40]; 
Boros-Kailath- 
Olshevsky 
algorithm [4] 
Higham 
algorithm [22, 231 
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structured matrices have many common properties; as a matter of fact, many 
results that hold for one pattern of structure have their counterparts for all 
other structured classes. The latter fact received an explanation in the 
framework of displacement-structure theory. It turned out that the crucial 
common feature of all the above matrices is that they all have low displace- 
ment rank in the sense that it was introduced in [3O] and later was much 
studied and generalized (see the reviews [28, 341). To be more concrete, let 
us introduce the necessary notation. 
Let us introduce in C”‘” a linear displacement operator 
Tn. ,I, F, A)(*) : CnXn -+ CnXn that transforms each matrix R E CnXn to its 
displacement, Vtn, &, F, A, (R) = SZRA - FRA, where R, A, F, A E C”“’ are 
given matrices. Let rank V{n, p, F, ,1(R) = LY; then one can factor (non- 
uniquely) 
yn,*, F, AJ( R) = flRA - FRA = GB, G E CnXu, B E CuXn. (0.2) 
The number 1y in (0.2) is called the {a, A, F, A)-displacement rank of R, 
and the pair of matrices {G, B} on the right-hand side of (0.2) is called a 
minimal generator of R. For example, it can easily be checked that the 
shift-invariance property of a Toeplitz matrix T = [ti_j]l d i,j d n implies that 
t-1 
0 
0 
. . . t- n+l 
0 4 i 
to/2 1 
t1 0 1 0 *** 0 = 
I! :j 
[ I 
to/2 t-1 *.* tKn+l ’ (0.3) 
t,-1 0 
where Z, stands for the lower shift matrix. In other words, (0.3) means that 
the {I, I, Z,, Z,‘] di s pl acement rank of an arbitrary Toeplitz matrix does not 
exceed 2. Clearly, inverses of Toeplitz matrices, products of Toeplitz matri- 
ces, and mosaic Toeplitz matrices (which are also called Toeplitz block 
matrices) are not Toeplitz matrices themselves. At the same time it has been 
observed that they all belong to the more general class of Toeplitz-like 
matrices, which were defined in [30] as matrices with small {I, I, Z,, Z,‘} 
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displacement rank. The displacement-structure approach allowed a natural 
transfer of results from Toeplitz matrices to the wider class of Toeplitz-like 
matrices. In particular, the fact that the displacement rank of a matrix is 
(essentially) inherited by its inverse led to explicit inversion formulas for 
Toeplitz-like matrices, generalizing the well-known Gohberg Semencul for- 
mula [ll] for inversion of Toeplitz matrices. Furthermore, the fact that the 
displacement rank of a matrix is inherited by its Schur complements also led 
to a fast implementation of Gaussian elimination for Toeplitz-like matrices, 
generalizing the classical Schur algorithms for Hermitian Toeplitz matrices. 
0.3. Vanderrnmxle-Like and Chebyshev-Vandmmonde-Like 
Displacement Structure 
Already in the first “displacement” paper [30] it was noted that the above 
approach is rather general and is not restricted to the Toeplitz-like choice 
V tI, I, z,, z;, for the displacement operator. Confirming this expectation, it was 
very soon recognized (starting from [ZS]) that not only Toeplitz, but also 
Hankel, Toeplitz-plus-Hankel, Vandermonde, and Cauchy matrices have low 
displacement rank for appropriate choices of the matrices {Sz, A, F, A) in 
(0.2). Moreover, arguments similar to those mentioned above justify the 
following designations for the choices A = F = I and for the indicated 
specific choices of R, A, as shown in Table 2, where, as above, Z, is the 
lower shift matrix and Y, 6 = Z, + Z,’ + ye,er + Ge,ef;. 
Furthermore, in a recent paper [3I] it was observed that Chebyshev- 
Vandermonde matrices [i.e. matrices of the form (0.1) in which Q stands for 
Chebyshev polynomials] are also transformed to rank-one matrices by several 
displacement operators of the form (0.2). On this basis a more general class 
of Chebyshev-Vandermonde-like matrices was introduced as matrices with a 
low (0, A, F, A] dr pl ‘s acement rank, where A = F = I and R, A are as in 
Table 3. Moreover, the displacement-structure approach allowed us to carry 
over many results from Vandermonde and Chebyshev-Vanderrmonde matti- 
ces to the wider classes of Vandermonde-like and Chebyshev-Vandermonde- 
like matrices, respectively. A list of these generalizations and further refer- 
ences are given in Table 4. 
TABLE 2 
Matrices 
Vandermonde-like [26] 
Cauchy-like [26] 
Toeplitz-plus-Hankel-like 
125, 12, 42, 151 
s1 A 
diagtx,,..., x,) Z,’ 
diadc,, . . . , cn) diag(d,, . . , cl,,) 
YW.l Y,, 
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TABLE 3 
Matrices sz A 
Chebyshev-Vandermonde-like [31] diag(l/x,, . . . , l/x,) C\E<21<- l)i-lZ,f-l 
Chebyshev-Vandermonde-like [31] diag(x,, . . . , r,) Y Y. 6 
All the algorithms in Table 4 have complexity 0(on2) operations, where 
(Y is the displacement rank of a matrix. 
0.4. Main Results 
Comparing Tables 1 and 2 immediately gives rise to the following two 
questions. First, is there a quadruple of matrices a, A, F, A, such that the 
three-term Vandermonde and the polynomial Vandermonde matrices have 
low (0, A, F, A} di s pl acement rank? In that case a new class of polynomial 
Vandermonde-like matrices can be associated with the corresponding dis- 
placement operator yn, il, r, AJ (*). Second, can the results on the bottom line 
of Table 1 be carried over to this wider class of polynomial Vandermonde-like 
matrices? 
The present paper presents affirmative answers to both these questions. 
More precisely, we suggest three alternative choices of matrices (0, A, F, A), 
such that polynomial Vandermonde matrices are transformed by Vtn, A, F, J-) 
as in (0.2) to rank-one matrices. Each of these displacement operators can be 
used to define a new class of matrices with low {a, A, F, A} displacement 
rank. However, a natural question is how these three new classes of matrices 
relate to each other. We show that no matter which of the three displacement 
operators is chosen, all three definitions lead in fact to the same class of 
matrices, which we shall call the class of polynomial Vanobmonde-like 
matrices. 
TABLE 4 
Matrices 
Vandermonde- 
like 
Algorithm for 
Inversion Inversion solving linear 
formula algorithm system 
Heinig-Rost formula [26] Gohberg-Olshevsky [26, 5, 33,34, 
Gohberg-Olshevsky algorithm [2I] 19, 151 
formulas [19,21] 
Ghebyshev- Kailath-Olshevsky Kailath-Olshevsky Kailath-Olshevsky 
Vandermonde- formula [311 algorithm [3I] algorithm [3I] 
like 
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Furthermore we show that all the results on the bottom line of Table 1 
can be carried over to this wider class of matrices. In particular, we derive (1) 
two inversion formulas; (2) a structured implementation of Gaussian elimina- 
tion with partial pivoting, and (3) an inversion algorithm for polynomial 
Vandermonde-like matrices. In a general situation, where the polynomial 
system Q in (0.1) is arbitrary, the complexity of the two latter algorithms is 
O(on”) arithmetic operations, where CY is the displacement rank. However, 
when the polynomials in Q satisfy m-term recurrence relations, then this 
complexity reduces to O(amn’) operations [here we may remark that this 
result is new, not only for general polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices. 
but also for m-term Vandermonde matrices of the form (O.I>]. Finally note 
that for the important special case in which the polynomials in Q satistj 
three-term recurrence relations, all the algorithms proposed in the present 
paper have complexity O( a n2). 
0.5. Contents 
In the Section 1 we introduce three displacement operators associated 
with polynomial Vandermonde matrices. In Section 2 we show that all these 
operators define the same class, the class of polynomial Vandermonde-like 
matrices. Then in Section 3 we introduce generalized associated (Homer) 
polynomials that will be later used to describe the structure of inverses of 
polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices. In Section 4 we list several necessary 
auxiliary properties. In Section 5 we derive two inversion formulas for 
polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices. In Sections 6 and 7 we design 
efficient algorithms for solving the associated linear system and for inversion. 
In Section 8 we show how to transform polynomial Vandermonde-like 
matrices to Cauchy-like matrices. a process that enables other interesting 
connections. 
1. THREE DISPLACEMENT OPERATORS 
Let Q = IQ~(x),Q~(x),..., Qn( XI] be a system of n + 1 polynomials 
satisfying the recurrence relations 
Qo(x) = CQ, 
Qdx) = ~~Q-I(x) --a~1 kQk-,(x) (1.1) 
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where ak z 0. These relations will allow us to write down three displacement 
operators Vrn, A) (.>: C”‘” --, C”‘” of the form 
V {n.b,F.A)(~) = fiR* - IsA (1.2) 
that will transform a polynomial Vandermonde matrix V,(x) to rank-one 
matrices. 
One of these operators will have a general form as in (1.21, while the 
other two will be of a more simple (Sylvester) form 
vn. I, I, A)( RI = flfi - EA. (1.3) 
1.1. First Displacement Operator 
We first construct from the coefficients CQ and ai,k in (1.1) the matrices 
No = 
1 ao.l ao,2 --. 
0 1 q2 -- 
1. ;, . . . . . . 0’ 
a,,.-1 
a,,,-1 
a n-2,n-1 
1 
0 
0’ . 
an-1 
0 ~ 
(1.4) 
Then the following statement holds. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let the polynomials Q = {Qo(r>, Q1(x>, . . . , Q,(x)) be de- 
fined by (l.l), the matrices M, and NP be given by (1.4), and D, = 
diag(xl, x2,. . . , x,). Then the polynomial Vandernwnde matrix V,(x) satis- 
f aes 
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Proof. From the recurrence relations (1.1) it immediately follows that 
only the entries in the first column of the matrix Vtr, ‘Mp D Y,,(Vo< x)) / may 
differ from zero. Computing these entries leads to (1.5). ??
1.2. Second Displacement Operator 
Let the polynomials in Q = {QO(x>, Qi<x>, . . . , Q,*(x)] satisfy the recur- 
rence relations (1.1). Following 1381. define for a polynomial 
@(x) = %Qo(x) -1 
its confederate matrix 
cap> = 
a01 
ffl 
1 
- 
a1 
0 
0 
0 
a02 
- 
a2 
a12 
up 
1 
- 
ff2 
0 
0 
0191(x) + 
a03 
- . . . 
ff11 
a13 
- . . . 
a3 
a23 
- . . . 
a3 
. . . 0 
.* +%,9,,-,(x) + %0,(x), 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
1’ 
ff, 1 
a 
71 - I 11 1 e”-, ---.- 
ffn % 4 
( 1.1 6) 
with respect to the system Q. We refer to [38] for many useful properties of 
the confederate matrix and only recall here that det[ AZ - C,(O)] = 
O(X)/((YO”i .** (Yne,>. 
In this paper we shall pay special attention to the important case where 
the polynomials Qk(x) satisfy th ree-term recurrence relations of the form 
QL(x) = (“kx - P,)Qk-I(X) - ~kQk-z(x). 
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In this case the confederate matrix is of the almost tridiagonal form 
Co(O) = 
Pl Yz - - 
a1 %2 
1 P2 - - 
a1 a2 
0 -L 
ff2 
0 
0 0 
1 0 . . . 
0 
_-.- *II 
% % 
Y3 . 1 01 - --._ 
cY3 * . ffn @I 
P3 . - 0 
a3 . 
1 * x- 1 1 k3 - --.- 
n3 * %I-1 ffn en 
P,-1 x 1 R-2 - -- -.- 
an-1 ffn %I 4 
1 Prl 1 
. . . 0 
en-1 - -- -.- 
a,-1 % ff” 0, 
which has been called a comrade matrix in [l, 381. Note also that in the 
simplest case of the power basis P = (1, x, x2,. . . , xn), C,(O) reduces to the 
well-known companion matrix 
0 
0 
1 
. . . 
%I . . . 0 -- 
0” 
01 . . . 0 -- 
0, 
. . . . 
0 : 
en-1 
0 1 -- 
% 
The second displacement operator for V,(x), described in the next 
lemma, involves the corresponding confederate matrix. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let polynomials Q = (Qo(x), Q1(x>, . . . , Q,(r)) be defined 
by (1.11, let the polynomial O(x) be arbitrary, and let Co(O) be the 
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confederate matrix as in (1.6) of O(x) with respect to the system Q. Then 
VrD,, I, r:c,@N(VQ( 4 = D&C 4 - vc< +qlP> 
59 
1 i 1 0 . . . 0 - . %O” I (1.7) 
In particular, fxl, x2,. , . , x, are the n zeros of the polynomial O(x), then 
v,(x)c,(@)v,,( x)-l = D,. (1.8) 
Lemma 1.2 is also deduced from the recurrence relations (1.1) without 
any difficulty. ??
We note that the formula (1.8) appeared earlier in [38]. 
1.3. Third Displacement Operator 
The displacement operator on the left-hand side of (I.71 has the Sylvester 
form (1.31, with diagonal matrix KI = D, and Hessenberg matrix A = C,(O). 
To devise in Section 6 a fast implementation of Gaussian elimination with 
partial pivoting for V,(x) we shall need one more displacement operator of 
Sylvester form (1.3) in which Q is also a diagonal matrix, while A = Wo is an 
upper triangular matrix of the form 
0 w12 W13 **. Wl” 
0 0 %3 a_ 
wo= : 2(: 7, - 2. ,I ) (I.91 
w n-1.n 
0 . . . . . . . . ,. 0 
J 
whose entries are specified by 
Qd4 = hQo(4 + ~wuQo(x)~ 
Q~(x) = ‘LOO(X) + x I?Wi.!t+~Qi-~(x) (k=2,3 ,..., n- I). 
i=l 
(1.10) 
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Since deg &(x) = k, the polynomials {Q,(x), @a(x), xQr(x>, . . . , 
%(I_ Jx)} form a basis in the linear space C,[ xl of all polynomials of degree 
not exceeding n. Hence the numbers 6, and wi, (j > i) are uniquely 
determined by (l.lO), and the matrix Wo in (1.9j is well defined. The 
following lemma immediately follows from the definitions, and it allows an 
efficient computation of the entries of Wo. 
LEMMA~.~. Letnumbers61,...,6,,_1 andamatrixWp =[wi,jllai,jGn 
t” spec$ed by (1.9), (1.10). D enote by wk E C” the k th column of Wp = 
WI w2 .** w,,]. Then w12 = aI, and 
(1.11) 
The following lemma follows easily from (l.lO), and it uses W. to 
describe one more kind of displacement equation for V,(x). 
LEMMA 1.4. Let x1, x2,. . . , x, be n nonzero numbers, 
fl = D,,, = diag t, $, . . . , i , 
( ” I 
and let the matrix WQ E CnXn be defined as in (1.9). Then 
V to,,,, I, LW&$( ‘)I = D,,&( x) - Vo( x)Wo 
(1.12) 
l/X, 
l/x, = Id [ ffo %I% ... @_,I. (1.13) l/x, 
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1.4. Examples 
To show the unifying nature of the displacement concept, we conclude 
this section with several examples where the displacement operators (1.5), 
(1.7), and (1.13) are specialized to yield the (ordinary) Vandermonde and 
Chebyshev-Vandermonde matrices. Some of these examples can be found in 
[26, 19, 311. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let P stand for the power basis P = (1, x, . . . , xn-‘}, 
i.e., ffL = 1, ai k = 0 for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, k = 1,2,. . . , n. For a Vander- 
monde matrix ‘V,(x) the displacement equations (1.5), (1.7), and (1.13), 
respectively, have the forms 
V,(x) - D,V,( x)2,’ = [ 1 0 .*. 01, 
1 
D,V,( X) - V,( r)C,(@) = . . . 0 K> 
I 
where C,(O) is companion matrix of an arbitrary polynomial O(x), and 
l/X, 
D,,AJ(~> - Ywz, = 1-i l/x2 [l 0 ..- 01. (1.14) l/k 
EXAMPLE 1.6. Let U stand for the basis U = {U,,(X), U,(X), . . . , U,_ ,(x)1 
of Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind, i.e. the relations (1.1) became 
U”(X) = 1, U,(x) = 2x, U,(x) = 2XUk_,(X) - U,_,(x). 
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For a Chebyshev-Vandermonde matrix V,(x), the displacement equations 
(1.5), (1.71, and (1.13) have the forms 
1 
vU(r)[z+(2$]-2D,Vr:(r)z~= f [I 0 .** [I ; 
@(Xl) 
D,V”(X) - V”(X)~[C,(@) + 20’1 = @(x2) 1.1 [ 0 ** . o(i) 
017 
1 
0 
s,> 1 
where C,(O) is the comrade matrix of an arbitrary polynomial O(x) with 
respect to the system U, and 
[n/21 
Dl,,V”(X) - V”(X) -2 1 (-l)i-‘(z,‘)‘i-l 
i=l 
l/x, 
= i y2 : [l 0 -1 0 1 0 -1 *** 1. 
l/k 
2. POLYNOMIAL VANDERMONDE-LIKE MATRICES 
Lemmas 1.1-1.3 claim that a polynomial Vandermonde matrix V,(x) is 
transformed to a rank-one matrix by each of the displacement operators 
Vto, A, r, A) in (1.51, (1.71, or (1.13). Any of these displacement operators can 
be chosen for defining a more general class of matrices with a low {a, A, F, A} 
displacement rank. The immediate question is how these three classes of 
matrices will relate to each other. In this section we shall show that if a 
square matrix has low displacement rank with respect to any one of the above 
displacement operators, then it also has low displacement rank with respect 
to the other two. This means that no matter which of the displacement 
operators in (1.51, (1.71, or (1.13) is chosen, all three definitions describe in 
fact the same class of matrices, which we shall call the class of polynomial 
Vanabmonddike matrices. 
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THEoREM 2.1. Let ‘{I, MQ. D,, Nq) (.) and VIDz, ,, I, cpce))(.) be the first and 
the second displacement operators given by (1.5) and (1.7), respectively. Then 
for any matrix R E Cnx n we have 
rank V (I,Mq, D,,Np)(R) - ra'lkv~D,,r.I.Cy(0)~( R) ( < '. (2.1) 
Proof. Denote by Z, a circulant lower shift matrix, and note that the 
matrix 
N, = 
0 a1 0 . . . 0 
0 0 a2 . . : 
0 0 0 -. 0 
a n- 1 
%I *** *-* 0’ 0 
=diag(cy,,a,,...,a,).Z: 
is a rank-one perturbation of the matrix No in (1.4). Hence the rank of the 
matrix 
71, q,.D,,tv,,(R) = RMQ - Drm, (2.2) 
may differ from the V(I, Mp, D N I’ Q ) displacement rank of R by no more than 
one. Hence multiplying (2.2) by N,’ from the right, one obtains 
rank V {D,.I,I.MQN;')(R) - rmk~~.MQ,D~,.p,(R)~ < " (2.3) 
Furthermore, it easy to check that Mg NT’ = MgZ, diag(l/cy,, l/q,. . . , 
l/a,) differs from the matrix Co(O) in (1.6) only in the entries of the last 
column, i.e., the matrix MQ Nll is a rank-one perturbation of Co(O). 
Therefore (2.3) implies (2.1), and the assertions of the theorem follow. ??
From Theorem 2.1 it follows that the two displacement operators in (1.5) 
and (1.7) can be used to define polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices as 
matrices with low displacement rank; however, the actual displacement rank 
of a matrix will depend on the displacement operator actually used. The next 
statement shows that the displacement operator in (1.13) is also associated 
with the same class of polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let Vtl, + n,, NPj (*> and V(+,, I, ,,,,J.) be the second 
and the third displacement operators defined by (1.7) and by (1.13), respec- 
tively. Then for an arbitrartt matrix R E C”’ n we have 
rank ‘{Z, MQ, D,, Nq)( R) = rank '{D,,,, 1, I, W,)( R) ’ (2.4) 
This theorem immediately follows from the next auxiliary statement, 
which will also be used later. 
LEMMA 2.3. The matrix WQ specified by (1.9) and (1.10) admits the 
representation 
W. = NoM& (2.5) 
where M, and NQ are given by (1.3). 
Proof. By adding the first displacement equation (1.5), multiplied by 
Mo’ from the right, to the third displacement equation (1.13), multiplied by 
D, from the left, we obtain 
The entries in the first row of the matrix on the left-hand side are polynomi- 
als in xi, vanishing at zero, whereas the entries in the first row of the matrix 
on the right-hand side are constants. Since xk is arbitrary, both matrices are 
identically zero, and (2.5) follows. W 
3. GENERALIZED ASSOCIATED (HORNEN POLYNOMIALS 
Ordinary polynomial Vandermonde matrices V,(x) (i.e., where P is the 
monomial basis) can be rapidly inverted in O(n’> arithmetic operations, and 
the fast algorithm for that purpose was independently derived by Parker [39], 
Fomey [8], Traub [43], and several others. In particular, Traub derived this 
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algorithm by using the properties of the so-called associated polynomials (or 
Homer polynomials), which describe the structure of the inverse Vander- 
monde matrix. In this section we describe several useful properties of the 
so;called ~ generalizeAd associated (generalized Homer) polynomials 0 = 
{Q&>> Q,(x), . . . , Q,,(X)}. These are associated with a given system Q = 
(Q,(x), Q,(x), . . . . Q,,(x)) via 
Q,L(~) = Q”(X) and Qn(“~ 1 pn(‘) = 7’i’QC(~)Q”_,_i(!j). 
i = 0 
In fact, the Q determine the structure of VP(x)-‘, thus leading to an 
efficient inversion algorithm. However, because of space limitations we do 
not pursue these connections with the original Parker-Fomey-Traub algo- 
rithm here; this issue is addressed in a parallel contribution [32]. In this paper 
our goal is to address a more general problem, and to exploit the properties 
of the generalized associated polynomials to derive inversion formulas for 
polynomial V an d ermonde-like matrices in Section 4, and an algorithm for 
inversion of polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices in Section 6. To this end 
we shall need several useful properties, of generalized of associated polyno- 
mials, which will be introduced via the equivalent (see, e.g., 1321 for the 
details) definition: 
dk(4 
where 
and 
= 
A 
ffk = ff,_k (k = O,l,...,n) 
n 
'k,j = 
"n-j 
-‘n-j,n-k 
%-k 
(k=O,l,... n-l, j=l,Z ,..., n). (3.2) 
These relations can be conveniently reformulated in matrix form as 
follows. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let Qk(x) and ok(x) be the systems of polynomials, 
specijed by (1.1) and (3.1) respectively. Then the following statements hold: 
(i> Q"(X) = &(x1. 
(ii) The confederate matrices Co(Q,,) and Cd(Q,) are related by 
c 
where I stands for the antidiagonal identity matrix. 
(iii) Finally, 
wa = iw$i, (3.4) 
where W. is the matrix defined by (1.9), (1.10). 
Proof. Using the definition of Co(O) in (1.6) and then (3.2) it is 
straightforward to check that the confederate matrices Ca< 0”) and Co(Q,,> 
are related as 
q( On) = I’. Co( QJT * i. 
Since det C,(O) = O( x>/( o0 **- cx,8,,), from the latter equality it follows 
that the polynomials Q”(X) and Qn(x> share the same zeros. Furthermore 
from (3.1) it follows that the number (Y,, cxi --- cy, 0, is the leading coefficient 
of both polynomials, and assertions (i) and (ii) follow. 
In order to prove (3.4) let us recall that by (2.5), 
1 
w. =z,T. i, i, . . . , - (3.5) ff n-1 
where MQ is defined as in (1.4). Therefore 
[ ! 1 ti$i= iediag J-, L,..., - I 1 -1 a0 a1 ff*-1 *MpTz- ‘Z,T 
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= zo’ . 
1 
- 
%I 
0 
0 
a”-Z..-l 
ff,-1 
1 
. . . 
CY n-2 
. . . 
a,- l.n 
ff?l 
1 
ff,-1 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
=z6*[ ( Me diag f , f , . . 
%I a1 
The latter equality and (3.5) imply (3.4). 
al,,-l 
CY n-l 
%.n-2 
a n-2 
i 
- 
a1 
0 
a2.n 
“,I 
a2.v 1 
ff n-l 
i 
- 
ff2 
0 
1 
--II &! ,I- I 
??
As we shall see in Section 5 below, the generalized associated (generalized 
Homer) polynomials define the structure of the inverses of polynomial 
Vandermonde-like matrices. However, some necessary auxiliary results are 
provided first. 
4. CHANGE OF BASIS 
4.1. Passing to Another Polynomial Basis 
Along with the polynomials Q = {Ql(x>, Q2(x>, . . . , Q,,(X)) defined by 
(l.l), consider another set of polynomials R = {R,(r), R,(x), . . . , R,,(x)), 
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defined by analogous recurrences: 
where Pk # 0. Let 
S RQ = LSijl16gi,j<n 
be the matrix corresponding to passing from the basis Q to the basis R in the 
linear space C,[ xl of all polynomials whose degree does not exceed n. 
Clearly, the entries of the upper triangular matrix SRe are specified by 
QkCX) = 5 Si+l,k+lRi(x>2 (4.3) 
i=O 
and therefore 
(4.4) 
4.2. Change of the Confeokrate Matrix 
The following lemma of [38] shows how the confederate matrix changes 
under the passage to another polynomial basis. 
LEMMA 4.1 [38]. Let Sso be an upper triangular matrix, defined in 
(4.2). Then 
Co(O) = s~(pR(o)sRe. (4.5) 
For the simplest case, where R stands for the power basis P = (1, x, 
x2,. . . ) x”} and O(x) = x”, we have 
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4.3. Computing the Entries of S,, 
The above lemma allows efficient computation of the columns of Sap by 
using the same recurrence relations (l.l), in which multiplication by x is 
replaced with the multiplication bv the confederate matrix C,(O). Moreover 
the following statement holds. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let the systems of polynomials Q and R he given 
by (1.1) and (4.1), respectively. Then the column,s sk E C” of the upper tri- 
angular matrix SRq = [sl sp -.- s,,] can be computed recursively: s, = 
[%/Do 0 ... OIT and 
sk+l = ‘Ykc,(@)sk - ak_l,ksk_l - ak_2,ksk&2 - ‘*’ -ao,ksl, (4.6) 
where C,(O) is the confederate matrix of an arbitrary polynomial O(x) with 
respect to R. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let all the notation Corollary 4.2 hold, with R now 
being the power basis, P = {l, x, x2, . . . , xn- ‘}. For this simplest case we 
have s,, = q,, and 
sk+ 1 = ffk&sk - ak-_l ksk_ I - *” -aO,ksl, (4.7) 
where Z, is the lower shij? matrix. Also in this simplest case the first row of 
the matrix S,, is given by 
(4.8) 
where 6, are as in (1.10). 
Proof. The recurrence (4.6) and its particular case (4.7) follow easily 
from (4.5). Comparing (4.7) with (l.ll), one obtains (4.8). 
Note that by the definition (4.31, the columns of S,o are formed from 
the coefficients of the polynomials Qi(x> specified by (1.1). Therefore one 
can recognize (4.7) as simply another form of the recurrence relations (1.1). 
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4.4. Change of W. 
Recall that Sao is the similarity matrix that defines the change of the 
confederate matrix when passing to another polynomial basis; see, e.g., (4.5). 
Corollary 4.2 allows us to obtain similar statements for the matrix Wo in 
(1.9). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let Q = {QO(xX &(x>, . . . , Q,(x>) and R = I&(x), 
R,(x), . . . , R,(x)} be systems of polynomials specij?ed by (1.1) and (4.0, 
respectively. Then 
WQ = sip, S,Q > (4.9) 
where SRg is a similarity matrix, defined as in (4.21, (4.3). For the simplest 
case where R stands for the power basis P = (1, x, x2,. . . , x*- ‘), we have 
w Q = s-‘ZTS PQ 0 PQ' (4.10) 
Proof Let us first prove (4.10). To this end rewrite (4.7) as 
s22 = ffISl1 
and 
Expressing the last relations in matrix form, we have 
SPQZ$ = Z~S,,M,diag 
1 1 
-, -,..., - 
oo a1 
(4.11) 
where MQ is as in (1.4), which implies (4.10). Furthermore, writing the 
representation (4.10) for the matrices W, and WQ, and then using the 
obvious identity Ssq = S,, S,o, one obtains (4.9). ??
Note that the equalities (4.8) and (4.10) imply that the general displace- 
ment equation in (1.13) can be obtained from its particular case (1.14) by 
multiplication from the right by the matrix S,,. 
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5. INVERSION FORMULAS FOR POLYNOMIAL 
VANDERMONDE-LIKE MATRICES 
5.1. First Znversion Formula 
51.1. Solution of Displacemclnt Equation. It is a well-known fact that 
the displacement rank of Toeplitz-like, Cauchy-like, and Vandermonde-like 
matrices is (essentially) inherited under the operation of inversion of a matrix. 
In this section this result will be extended to polynomial Vandermonde-like 
matrices. To this end we shall need the following lemma showing how any 
matrix can be recovered from its ID,,,, I, I, Wo}&splacement. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Q be the system of polynomials spec$ed by 
for given 
(1.1). Then 
G = [gik] E C”‘“, B = [b,J E Caxfl 
the unique solution R E CnXn of the equation 
is given by 
% ,,,,IJV,)(R) = D,,xR - RW(l = GR 
where 
R = 5 diag(c,) .Vo( X) * 5 di,kW$k-l, 
i=l k=l 
and 
where P = { 1, X, x2, . . . , x “}, and S,, is defined in (4.2), (4.3). 
(5.1.1) 
(5.1.2) 
Proof. First note that since the spectra of the matrices D,,, and W. 
have no intersection, there is only one solution of Equation (51.1); see for 
example [36, p. 4111. 
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Substituting R given by (5.1.2) into (5.1.1) and then using (1.13), we have 
X 5 di,kWQk-'. 
k=l 
Furthermore, using (4.10) and the fact that the first row of Spq is given by 
(4.8), we have 
l/X, 
l/X, 
I ! 
; [ % “04 0.. %L] 
Gn 
0 ..- o] 2 di,k.(#-l 
k=l 
di,z -.. d,,,] . spQ 
bi,z *.* bi,,] = GB, 
and (5.1.2) follows. 
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51.2. Inversion Formula. In the next lemma we show that, as with 
other basic classes of structured matrices, the polynomial Vandermonde-like 
displacement structure is (essentially) preserved under inversion. This fact, 
and Lemma 4.1 allow us to derive an explicit formula for the inverse of a 
polynomial Vandermonde-like matrix. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let Q be a system of polynomials specijied by (l.l), anal 
let V {D,,,, r, ,Jv,,<*): CX” + cnxn by the displacement operator in (1.13). 
Then 
rankyD,,x. I, I.W,) CR) = ‘ank~“,,,,r.r,~~d)(H-TI)_ (5.1.3) 
where 0 is the associated system specified by (3.1), (3.2). Moreover, if R is 
specified by its generator {G, B} in the tight-hand side of 
YD ,,J,LW,)W = &,xR - By? = GB, (5.1.4) 
then 
~-1 = f. 5 ( 5 dik(W$)kpl) -V,$ ihag( 
i=l k=l 
(5.1 .5) 
where ci and dik are determined from 2 (Y linear systems of equations 
[Cl cp *a* Ca] = D,KTBT E CYx", 
(5.1.6) 
[dik] = GTR-TI-Sd, E CaXn, 
with D, = (x1, x2,. . . > x,,). 
Proof. Multiplying (5.1.4) by fR_l from the left and by R-’ from the 
right, and then taking transposes, we obtain 
D,,,( KTz-) - ( lrTf)W(j = ( RPTBT)( GTRPTI)) 
where we have used (3.4). The latter equality means that the {D,, x, I, I, W’G) 
displacement rank of the matrix RmTI- is equal to the D,,,, I, I, FV,J 
displacement rank of the matrix R, which proves (5.1.3). Writing then (5.1.2) 
for the matrix KTI: one easily obtains (5.1.5). ??
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5.2. Second Inversion Formula 
5.2.1. Solution of Displacement Equation. In the previous subsection a 
formula for the inverse of a polynomial Vandermonde-like matrix was ob- 
tained using its { Dl,x, I, I, WQ} displacement. Similarly, we shall obtain 
below another formula for the inverse of a polynomial Vandermonde-like 
matrix, but now using its {D,, I, I, Co(Q,)}-displacement representation. 
As in the previous subsection, the derivation of an inversion formula is 
based on an expansion for a polynomial Vandermonde-like matrix from its 
generator. For this, we shall need the next auxiliary lemma, which is an 
extension of a proposition in [7]. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let Q be a polynomial system specij?ed by (l.l), and 
C,(Q,> be the confeo!erate matrix as in (1.6) of Qn( x> with respect to Q. 
Then the first column of the matrix Qk(CQ(Q,,)) is given by 
Q&(Qn)) -el = aoek+l. (5.2.1) 
Let 0 be the system of associated polynomials given by (3.1), (3.2). Then the 
last row of the matrix &(C,(Q,)) is given by 
e,’ * &(Cp(Qn)) = ff,k-k. (5.2.2) 
Proof. Observe that since the matrix Co(Qn> is of an upper Hessenberg 
form, the last n - k - 1 entries of all the vectors Co(Q,)e,, [C,(Qn>12el, 
. . . , [C,(Q,>lke, are zero. Clearly the latter statement holds also for 
Qk(CO(Qn)). e,. 
Furthermore, let us recall that, in accordance with [38], the polynomial 
Qk(r) is the characteristic polynomial of the upper left submatrix A, E CkX k 
of C,(Q,) for k = 1,2,. . . , n. Therefore by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, 
the polynomial Qk(x) annihilates the matrix A,. It is easy to check that 
because of the Hessenberg structure (1.6) of the matrix CQ(Qn>>, the first k 
components of the vectors Ai * e, and [CQ(Q,,>lie, are the same for 0 < j Q k. 
Hence the first k components of the vectors Qk( Ak) * e, and A{e, = 
Qk(Co(Q,,)> * e, dso coincide, i.e. are all zero. Finally, the fact that the only 
nonzero (k + I)th entry of Qk(C,(Qn>) . e, is equal to o. is easily deduced 
using induction, and (5.2.1) f o 11 ows. Furthermore, the equality (5.2.2) imme- 
diately follows from (5.2.1) and assertions (i>, (ii> of Lemma 3.1. ??
In the next lemma we show how any matrix can be recovered from its 
ID,, I, I, Cg(Q,J generator. 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let Q be the system of polynomials specified by (l.l), and 
Co(Qn> be the confederate matrix of Q,(z) with respect to Q. Let 
G = [gik] E CnXo, B = [bik] E CUx”. 
IfQ,(xkl # Ofork = 1,2,..., n, then the unique solution of the equation 
%I,, I. LC,(Q,J( RI = D, R - RCp( Q,L) = GB (5.2.3) 
is given by 
(5.2.4) 
where @ = {&(x>, 0,(x>, . . . , Q,!< x)) is the associated system of polynomials 
given by (3.11, (3.2). 
Proof. First note that the spectrum of the confederate matrix C,(Q,,) 
coincides with the zeros of the polynomial Q,(z) and therefore has no 
intersection with the spectrum of the matrix D,. Hence there is only one 
’ solution of the equation (5.2.3); see for example [36, p. 4111. 
Substituting R given by (5.2.4) into (5.2.31, we have 
x[ W&) - V&)C,(Q,,W)] 
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where we bye used the fact that the matrix C,(Q,> commutes with the 
polynomial Qj- ,(C,(Q,)> in C,(Q,>. Furthermore, applying (1.71, we have 
[bk,l &,2 **- b,,,] = GB, 
where we have used (5.2.2). ??
5.2.2. Inversion Formula. Lemma 5.4 allows us to write down another 
inversion formula for polynomial Vandermonde-like matti. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let Q be th e o p ly 
v& I, I, C@,))(,) : cnx n 
nomial system speciped by (l.l), and 
4 C”‘” be the displacement operator in (1.7). Then 
rank VCD,, I, z,c,(q”))( RI = rank VrD,, I, Z,C@“))( R-To 2 
where 0 is the associated polynomial system, given by (3.1), (3.2). 
if R is specified by its generator {G, B) on the right-hand side of 
%~,z,r,c,(~.j~(R) =J’xR - RCp(Qn) = GB, 
then 
R-l =j- ZE ( k “~,jQj-~(C~(QnI)) *V$c&(c,), 
k=l i=l 
(5.2.5) 
Moreover, 
(5.2.6) 
(5.2.7) 
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where ci E C” x 1 and dki E C are determined from 2 cr linear 
equations 
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system of 
1’1 ‘2 **. cal = hg &,&,..., &) i ” 
.R-TBT E cnx”, (52.8) 
[dk.i] = G?‘R-T E CaXn. (5.2.9) 
Proof. Multiplying (5.2.6) by iR_’ from the left and by R-l from the 
right and then taking transposes, we obtain 
D,R-T - R-TC&,) = (R-TBT)(GTR-Tf), 
where we have used (3.3). The latter equality means that the (D,, 1, 1, 
C&Q,>} displacement rank of the matrix R-‘f is equal to the ID,, 1, 1, 
C,(Q”(X>)I dl pl ‘s acement rank of the matrix R, which prpves (5.2.5). 
Furthermore, by writing (5.2.4) for the matrix R-Tl, one easily obtains 
(5.2.7). ??
6. FAST GEPP FOR POLYNOMIAL 
VANDERMONDE-LIKE MATRICES 
6.1. Generator Recursion 
The standard Gaussian elimination procedure applied to an arbitrary 
matrix R, is based on executing n - 1 recursive steps as in 
where R, = R&) - (l/d )E i 1~1 is the Schur complement of the nonzero (1, 1) 
entry d, in the matrix R,. The step (6.1) gives the first column 
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of L and the first row [d, ul] of U in the LU factorization of R,. Proceeding 
recursively with the Schur complement R,, one can compute the whole LU 
decomposition for R, in O(n3> operations. 
It is well known that when R, possesses a displacement structure, the 
Gaussian elimination procedure can be speeded up, requiring only O(n’> 
operations. The remarkable fact that makes this speedup possible is that the 
displacement structure of a matrix is inherited by successive Schur comple- 
ments. This result can be traced back to Schur’s work [4I], where it was 
derived for Toeplitz matrices (however, in a rather implicit form; the concept 
of displacement was introduced in 1301 60 years later). Explicitly this result 
was obtained by Morf in [37] for the Toeplitz choice V,,, I,Z,z~j for the 
displacement operator in (1.21, and later it was further generalized by 
different authors. In particular it was extended in [5] to the Sylvester form 
(1.3) of displacement operator with lower triangular Q and upper triangular 
A. In the most general form this statement can be found in [38], where it 
appeared for the generalized displacement structure of the form (1.2) with 
lower triangular fi, F and upper triangular A, A. Moreover, generalized 
Schur algorithms provide this result with a constructive proof. The next 
lemma, from [20, 151, presents a variant of the generalized Schur algorithm, 
corresponding to the Sylvester form of displacement operator. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let the matrix 
R, = 
satisfy the Sylvester-type displacement equation 
R,R, - R,A, = G,B, (G1 E CnXrr, B, E Cm”). (6.2) 
Zf the (1, 1) entry d, of R, is nonzero, then the Schur complement R, = R’:,’ 
- (l/d,)Z,u, satisfies the Sylvester-type displacement equation 
&R, - R,A, = G,B,, 
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where a2 and A, are obtained from 
by deleting the first row and column, and 
where g, and b, are 
respectively. 
[O B,]=B,-b,. 1 
1 . g1, 
[ 1 d,u1 > (6.4) 
the first row of G, and the first column of B, , 
The pair of matrices {G,, B,) on the right-hand side of (6.2) is called a 
generator of R,. The formulas (6.4) all ow an implementation of the step (6.1) 
of the Gaussian elimination procedure, in which computing (n - 1)” entries 
of a Schur complement R, is replaced by computing 2 cz(rr - 1) entries of its 
generator {G,, B,). 
In the rest of this section we shall specify such an implementation for a 
polynomial Vandermonde-like matrix H, satisfying the displacement equation 
(6.2) [see also (1.13)], in which 
fh = D,,,, A, = Wu = NoM& (6.5) 
where Wo, D,, x1 No, and Mp are given by (1.9), (LlO), and (1.4). In order 
to design an algorithm one has to answer the next two questions: 
(1) First, how to recover the first row and column of R, from its 
generator [this allows us write down the first row and column in the LU 
decomposition (6.1), and to run the generator recursion (6.411. 
(2) Second, how to obtain truncated matrices Cl, and A, from Cl, and 
A, given by (6.5) (recall that in our case fin,, A, are not given explicitly). 
To answer the first question, let us multiply by e, from the right the 
equation (6.2) with Q, and A, as in (6.5). Then one obtains the following 
expression for the first column of RI: 
4 
[ 1 1, = D,G,b,, (6.6) 
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where D, = diag(x,, . . ., xn) and b, E ClxO is the first column of B,. 
Similarly multiplying by e: from the left the equation (6.2) in which R, and 
A, as in (6.5), one obtains 
p1 Ul Ii tMY - NQ) = &B,M,, 
where g, is the first row of G,. 
Finally, by the upper triangular form of M,, we have 
f& = diag(x,,..., xn), 4 = No,2 M&i > 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
where NQ,z and M,,, are obtained by deleting the first row and column 
from No and M,, respectively. Using these arguments, we shall write down 
an implementation of Gaussian elimination for polynomial Vandermonde-like 
matrices in Section 6.3. However, Gaussian elimination is in general an 
unstable algorithm, and to stabilize it, various pivoting techniques are applied. 
In the next subsection we shall show how partial pivoting can be incorporated 
into the fast implementation of Section 6.1. 
6.2. Partial Pivoting 
The standard way to cope with error accumulation in Gaussian elimina- 
tion is to apply the partial pivoting technique, i.e. to maximize the (1, 1) entry 
of a matrix by means of row permutations, and then to repeat this procedure 
for each of the successive Schur complements. Of course a row permutation 
can destroy the structure of a matrix, as is certainly true for Toeplitz like 
matrices. In a recent paper 1151 it was observed that partial pivoting can be 
easily incorporated into implementations of Gaussian elimination that exploit 
a displacement structure of the form 
O,R, - R,A, = G,B,, (6.9) 
where Sz, is a diagonal matrix: in, = diag(t,, t,, . . . , t,). Indeed, interchange 
of the 1st and k th rows of R, is equivalent to multiplication by a correspond- 
ing permutation matrix P. It is easy to see that after a row permutation, the 
new matrix PR, satisfies the displacement equation (6.9) with the diagonal 
matrix s1, replaced by the diagonal matrix PR, PT and with G, replaced by 
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PC, This means that a row interchange does not destroy the displacement 
structure of polynomial Vandermonde-like mattix. In fact it allows us to 
incorporate partial pivoting into above implementation of Gaussian elimina- 
tion. 
6.3. GEPP for a Polynomial I’andermonde-like Matrix 
Let a polynomial Vandermonde-like matrix R, be specified by matrices 
f1, and A, as in (6.5) and by its generator {G,, B,) on the right-hand side of 
the displacement equation (6.2). Then the arguments in Sections 5.1, 5.2 lead 
to the following algorithm. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STEP (6.1) OF THE GEPP PROCEDURE. 
Compute the first column of R, via (6.6). 
Find, say in (k, 1) position, the maximum magnitude entry in the 
computed first column of R,. 
Swap the 1st and the k th entries of the first column. 
Swap the (1,l) and (k, k) entries of Sz, . 
Swap the 1st and k th rows of G,. 
Compute the first row of R, by solving the triangular linear system (6.7) 
by back substitution. 
Write down the first column 
[ 1 W&4 of ZJ and first row [d, 11, ] of U 
in the LU decomposition of R,. 
Let P, be the permutation matrix of the 1st and kth entries. 
5. Compute a generator (G,, B,} for the Schur complement R, by 
using (6.4). 
Proceeding recursively with arrays (G,, B,}, and 02, A, as in (6.8), one 
finally computes the factorization R, = PLU, where P = P, P, .** P,,_ ,, and 
Pk is a permutation of the kth step of the recursion. Then a linear system 
with R, can be solved in O(n’> operations by forward and back substitution. 
We remark that the proposed algorithm is not restricted to strongly regular 
matrices and is valid for an arbitrary invertible matrix. 
6.4. Complexity 
Analysis of the above scheme shows that its complexity depends on the 
complexity of the matrix Mo, which in turn depends upon the length of the 
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recurrence relations (1.1) of the system of polynomials Q. When these 
polynomials satisfy m-term recurrence relations, the overall complexity of the 
algorithm is O(mcun’) arithmetic operations. 
7. GENERALIZED PARKER-FORNEY-TRAUB ALGORITHM 
FOR INVERSION OF POLYNOMIAL 
VANDERMONDE-LIKE MATRICES 
As was mentioned in the introduction, if an ordinary Vandermonde matrix 
V,(x) is invertible, then all n2 entries of its inverse can be computed in 
O(n’) arithmetic operations by a now well-known algorithm independently 
discovered by many authors [39, 8, 431 (see also [21]). Later this result was 
extendzed to Chebyshev-Vandermonde matrices in [18] and to three-term 
Vandermonde matrices in [6]. In this section this result will be extended to 
m-term Vandermonde matrices, i.e. to matrices of the form (0.1) with Q 
satisfying recurrence relations (l.l), in which only the first m coefficients 
ak-1,k~ak-2,k~*~~~a0,k may differ from zero. Moreover we shall further 
extend this result to m-term Vanderrnonde-like matrices, showing that the 
complexity of inverting of such a matrix is O( m CY n2> operations, where IY is 
the displacement rank of the matrix. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let Q be a system of polynomials satisfying m-term 
recurrence relations, and let matrices WQ and D,,, be given by (1.9) and 
iI. respectively. Let the m-term ~xrzdermonde-like matrix R be given by 
1,x, 1, I, W&generator G E C ) B E caxn on the right-hand side 
of 
V (D,,,, I, ,,w,@) = D,,XR - RWo = GB. 
Then all n2 entries of R-l can be computed in O( cumn’) operations. 
Proof. The proof of the theorem is based on the representation (5.1.5) 
of R-‘. In order to compute the parameters ci E C” and dik E C in (51.5) 
one has to solve 2a linear systems in (5.1.6) involving matrices R and Spa. 
The entries of upper triangular matrix Spy can be computed by (4.7) in mn2 
operations; then the linear system with Sro can be solved in 0(n2> opera- 
tions via back-substitution. Furthermore, a triangular factorization of R can 
be computed in O(amn’) operations via the implementation of GEPP from 
Section 6.3. Then a linear system with R can be solved in 0(n2) operations. 
Thus the overall cost of computing the parameters ci E C” and dik E C in 
(5.1.5) is no more than O(man’) operations. 
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It remains to compute the expression on the right-hand side of (5.1.5). 
Multiplication of a matrix by a diagonal matrix and adding matrices are cheap, 
requiring only O(n’> operations. The main computational burden in (5.1.5) is 
computing the product of a polynomial in Wif by the matrix Va< x)~. In the 
next lemma we show that this complexity is no more than 0(mn2) operations, 
which will prove the theorem. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let a system of polynomials Q satisfy the m-term recur- 
rence relations, let the matrices V,(x) and Wo be defined as in (0.1) and 
(1.9), and let the numbers d,, d,, . . . , d, be arbitrary. Then the complexity of 
computing the entries of the matrix VQ< x) * x; = 1 dkWG- ’ is no more than 
0(mn2) operations. 
Proof Let us observe that in accordance with (1.13) the matrix Vo< x) - 
Wo is a rank-one perturbation of a low-complexity matrix D,,, . V,(x), i.e., 
Vo( x) * WQ = Dl,,V,( x) - [ sll s12 '-* Sl”], (7.1) 
where we have used the fact that the first row of the matrix Spp = [ Sij 1 I G , I G ,, 
has the form (4.8). Using (7.1), we further have 
Vo( x) . W$’ = Or,&< x) * Wo - [sir s12 “’ srn . wo I 
(7.2) 
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where we have used the equality [sll s12 -.- SJ - W. = [sB1 sz2 --- sJ, 
which easily follows from (4.10). Proceeding similarly, one obtains 
1/x;- l 
l/X;-' - !*I : p21 s7_2 *** Sgn] - **. l/X,k_l 
- [ ‘%l ‘k2 *” Skn]. 
From the latter equality it follows that 
vQ(x);l ‘kW;-’ = ( il dkD:;:) ‘vQ(“) - %(fi “%Q, (7.3) 
where 
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with F,,_,(l/x) = 0 and 
FL(;) = ;[Fk+1(f) +rl,+z] (ii = 1,2,...,n - 1). (7.4) 
We also set F-,(1/x) = F,(l/x) + d,. Th e recurrence relations (7.4) allow 
to compute the entries of the matrix V,(l/x) in 2n” operations. A further n 
operations give us the entries of the diagonal matrix Xi=, d, Doer’ = 
diag(F_,(l/x,), F_ l(l/x,), . . . , F_ ,(1/x,)). Multiplication of the latter diag- 
onal matrix by V,(X) is performed in n2 operations, which gives us the first 
term in the right-hand side of (7.3). What remains is to show that the second 
term in the right-hand side of (7.31, i.e. the product 
H = [ hii] = 17F ; . S,,, 
i 1 
(7.5) 
can be computed in O(n”> operations. To this end first observe that the 
entries of the matrix S,, = [sij] can be computed via (4.7) in O(mn’) 
operations. The complexity O(n’> is needed for computing the auxiliary 
quantities 
[Cl c2 **. cn] = [ 4 d,? ... d, “1 . s,,, 
which we shall need in what follows. Having the entries of S,o and the 
numbers cr, c2,. . . , c,, the entries of the ith row of H in (7.5) are computed 
as follows. Clearly, 
‘Sll’ h,,2 = 4 3 ‘~12 + 4;) ‘~22, (7.6) 
and from (7.5), (4.7) it follows that 
hi,k+l = ak' (Xihi,k -'k) -‘k-1.khi.k - ‘.’ -aO,khi,l 
(k=2,3 ,..., n-l), (7.7) 
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where we have used the fact that from (7.4) it foIlows that 
-[d2 d, e.9 a, o] 
n-1 
= xihi k - C dj+lSj,k = Xhi,k - ck. 
j=l 
Thus the entries of H are computed by (7.61, (7.7) in O(mn’) operations, 
which proves the assertions of the lemma. 
8. TRANSFORMATION INTO CAUCHY-LIKE MATRICES 
As was mentioned in the introduction, it was observed by Heinig and Rost 
in [26] that an ordinary Cauchy matrix C(x, y> = [l/(x, - yj)] satisfies the 
equation 
V (D,, I, I, D,lW x, YN = W(x, Y> - C(x, YP, 
1 
= [I f [l 1 a** 13, i 
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where D, = diag(x,, x2,. . . , x,) and D, = diag( y,, yz,. . . , y,). Using this 
observation, Cauchy-like matrices were introduced in [26] as matrices with 
low {D,, I, I, D,) displacement rank. Since then, various fast 0(n2> algo- 
rithms have been designed for solving linear systems with Cauchy-like 
coefficient matrices; see e.g. [26, 14, 46, 24, 20, 151. In particular, a fast 
O(n’) implementation of Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting was 
designed recently in [20, 151 for C auchy-like matrices. Furthermore it was 
shown that a matrix from any other structured class can be transformed into a 
Cauchy-like matrix by performing computations on the generator of a matrix. 
On this basis fast O(n2> algorithms for solving a linear system were designed 
for Toeplitz-like, Hankel-like, Toeplitz-plus-Hankel-like, and Vandermonde- 
like matrices in [I5], and for Chebyshev-Vandermonde-like matrices in [31]. 
In this section we shall derive an analogous result for polynomial Vander- 
monde-like matrices. 
LEMMA 81. Let Q = {Q,(x),..., Q, _ 1(x )} be a system of polynomia1.s 
satisfying (l.l), and let O(x) = (x - z,xx - z,) ... (x - z,), where 
zl, z2,..., Z” are any n pairwise distinct number.s. Let matrix R be given by 
its (D, , I, I, C,(O)} generator G E C” ’ a, B E C aX ” on the right-hand side 
(4 
V {u,.L1.Cy(&) = DXR - Zq(@) = GR. (8.1) 
Then R * Vo< x)-l is a Cauchy-like mutrix: 
= G[HVo(-)-‘I> (8.2) 
where D, = diag(z,, z2,. . . , 2,). 
Proof. Recall that the matrix Co(O) is diagonalized by V,(z): C,,(a) = 
V,(z)-‘DzV,(z); see, e.g., (1.7). Substituting the latter expression into (8.1) 
and then multiplying by Vo< z)- r from the right, one obtains (8.2). ??
Theorem 8.1 is valid for an arbitrary polynomial Vandermonde-like matrix 
R. However, in many special cases the corresponding matrix V,(z) is simple 
in form, so that this theorem suggests one more efficient algorithm for solving 
a linear system with such R. As was mentioned in the introduction, the matrix 
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V,(z) is simple in form for many importlant families of polynomials Q. For 
example, in the case where Qi(x> = xi and zi = exp(2Ti/n), V,(z) is the 
(normalized) DFT matrix. Similarly, when Qi(r) are Chebyshev polynomials 
of the first kind and zi = 27ri/n, V,(z) is the DCT matrix. Finally, in the 
case where the Qi(x> are Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind and 
zi = 2rri/n, V,(z) is the DST matrix times a certain diagonal matrix. In all 
these cases the transformation of the polynomial Vandermonde-like matrix R 
into a Cauchy-like matrix R * V,(Z)-’ is reduced to computing for the latter 
Cauchy-like matrix the {D,, I, I, D,} generator {G, Bvo(~)-l} by applying a 
certain fast transformation (see e.g. [15] and [31]). Applying to this Cauchy-like 
matrix the fast GEPP algorithm from [15], we compute the factorization 
R = PLUVQ( z). 
Making use of the above factorization, one can solve a linear system with 
coefficient matrix R in 0(n2) operations via forward and back substitution 
and then applying a certain fast transformation associated with Vo< z). 
We would like to thank an anonyrnozis referee for his useful suggestions, 
allowing us to improve the exposition of the paper, and for the short proof of 
Lemma 2.3. 
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